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The Evolution of Planning Thought
LECTURE SERIES

Are you passionate about planning and keen to explore the roots of the planning discipline? Do you want to understand how planning ideas evolved, circulated and moved through time and space? Are you eager to grasp the collective “institutional memories” – the oral histories – of those key individuals who have first-hand knowledge of the intellectual Evolution of Planning Thought? Are you interested in engaging with the first generation of planners to discuss their planning thoughts and ideas’ contemporary salience? If yes, then you should participate in the Evolution of Planning Thought Lecture Series.

This Lecture Series unpacks how planners developed theories and conceptual tools, how these shaped the development of practice, how planners organised themselves at an international and global scale, and the conceptual, institutional and practical lacuna that remain to be filled. Every lecture starts from a personal perspective to tell a much broader story about the Evolution of Planning Thought. The subsequent podium discussion provides a unique space to reflect on where we are as planners, how we have got there and where we are going as a community into the future. Each lecture concludes with a social gathering, allowing less formal discussions with highly respected planners of the first generation.

DATE & TIME:
Lecture 1: Monday, 19.05.2014, 5.00pm - 9.30pm
Lecture 2: Wednesday, 21.05.2014, 5.00pm - 9.30pm
Lecture 3: Friday, 23.05.2014, 5.00pm - 9.30pm

VENUE:
Vienna University of Technology, Kuppelsaal
Karlsplatz 13, 4th floor, 1040 Vienna, Austria
Metro-station: Karlsplatz (U1, U2, U4)

REGISTRATION:
This Lecture Series is open to the public, but places are limited!
Please register at http://info.tuwien.ac.at/planning-thought

Monday, 19.05.2014
Lecture 1

Peter MARCUSE
Em.Prof. of Urban Planning, Columbia University, New York, US
Barrie NEEDHAM
Em.Prof. of Spatial Planning, Radboud University Nijmegen, NL
Cliff HAGUE
Em.Prof. of Spatial Planning, University of Leuven, BE
Judith INNES
Em.Prof. of City & Regional Planning, University of California, Berkeley, US
Charles HOCH
Prof. of Urban Planning & Policy, University of Illinois, Chicago, US

Wednesday, 21.05.2014
Lecture 2

Peter HALL
Prof. of Planning & Regeneration, University College London, GB
Andreas FALUDI
Em.Prof. of Spatial Policy Systems in Europe, Delft University of Technology, NL
Louis ALBRECHTS
Em.Prof. of Strategic Spatial Planning, University of Leuven, BE
John FORESTER
Prof. of City & Regional Planning, Cornell University, New York, US
Andreas FALUDI
Em.Prof. of Spatial Policy Systems in Europe, Delft University of Technology, NL
Louis ALBRECHTS
Em.Prof. of Strategic Spatial Planning, University of Leuven, BE
John FORESTER
Prof. of City & Regional Planning, Cornell University, New York, US

Friday, 23.05.2014
Lecture 3

John FRIEDMANN
Em.Prof. of Community & Regional Planning, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, CA
Patsy HEALEY
Em.Prof. of Town & Country Planning, Newcastle University, GB
Gerhard SCHIMAK
Hon.Prof. of Regional Planning & Development, Vienna University of Technology, AT
Klaus KUNZMANN
Em.Prof. of European Spatial Planning, University of Dortmund, DE
John FORESTER
Prof. of City & Regional Planning, Cornell University, New York, US